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Introduction
The commonly-used current generation has been defined by a unique mix of factors. The Pew Research Center
has designated the generation as the Baby Boom ( 1946-1964), Generation X (1965-1979), Generation Y or the
Millennial (1980-1999). Specifically stated, the generation Y is largely made up of the children of the Baby Boom
generation. Based on the ages cohorts collected from the firms interview, the employees in Bangkok firms comprise
three different generations. More interestingly, the Generation Y employees have already surpassed Baby boomers in
most of the firms. So it seems likely that the Generation Y or the Millennial would be majority group of employees
who will contribute to the sustainable growth and prosperity of the organizations in the near future. Also, the
Millennial are likely the most studied generation to date. As an HR instructor, the researcher is interested in
conducting a Qualitative Case Study on the Traits and Working Habits of the Generation Y Employees in Bangkok
Firms Perceived by Their Employers.
Objectives
This qualitative case study aimed to investigate the traits and working habits of the Generation Y employees and
to provide suggestions to encourage the Generation Y employees to contribute to their full potentials.
Methodology
Twenty employers from ten small to medium sized business firms in Bangkok were interviewed using structured
interview regarding the traits and working habits of their subordinates. The content analysis was used to conclude the
findings. The focus group was conducted by having five human resource managers to discuss about the feasible
suggestions to deal with the challenges
.
Findings
The findings, based on the interview, are as follows:
1. All the firms interviewed reported that the employees consisted of three generations; namely, Baby Boomer,
Generation X and Generation Y.
2. The perspectives towards work were, to some extent, viewed differently. The generation gaps have been existent.
3. It was essential that the firms understand and be capable of managing them since they will be the main polar
contributable to the firms in the future.
4. The perception of the employers regarding the traits and working habits could be listed as :
4.1 The Generation Y employees loved self- learning on their own and learn from experiences.
4.2 They are self-centered, did not like to conform to the framework designated by others. Additionally, they did
not care for the criticism.
4.2 They were able to handle many things simultaneously.
4.3 They showed their loyalty to the principles not persons.
4.4 They placed the utmost importance on the jobs they liked more than anything else.
4.5 They could not tolerate the repetitive jobs even though those jobs were important.
4.6 They loved to have a balanced work life not to devote to work only.
4.7 They have been technically savvy, almost as if they have a digital sixth sense.
4.8 They were innovative have free will in thinking.
4.9 They could not stand the bosses who perform poorly.
Suggestions
Based on the focus group meeting, the remarks and recommendations were as follows :
1. It was a consensus that the understanding of Generation Y employees has been a must to help them have proper
adjustments and establish mutual understandings and maintain good relationships among the colleagues.
2. Each firm should establish the career path of each profession in the firms
3. Each firm should have a systematic remuneration plan.
4. Each firm should establish good working atmosphere to build mutual understanding across and among the
colleagues in all generations.
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5. Each firm should build strong corporate culture especially having a good teamwork.
6. Each firm should establish a good internal communication network.
7. More new and modern information technology should be installed to facilitate the work performance.
8. Each firm should emphasize more on work-life balance scheme.
In conclusion, this qualitative case study primarily could be served as food for thoughts enhancing HR persons to
study in-depth on how to motivate the Generation Y colleagues to be fruitful and productive employees and maintain
in the organization for a lifelong employment. Hopefully, the findings and suggestions can provide an impetus for
more research in HR related fields.
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